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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

TITLE 
   Manager Portfolio Hedging 

NUMBER 
    50012904 

JOB FAMILY 
   Finance/Accounting 

GRADE 
    14 

DATE REVIEWED 
   April 2012 

FLSA CLASSIFICATION 
   Exempt 

JOB SUMMARY 
Manages energy commodity hedging activities for the Company's wholesale power and natural gas portfolios to 
ensure prudent, reliable and cost-effective energy supplies are procured as specified in approved hedging 
strategies.  Manager is responsible for developing, recommending and executing Company-approved forward 
hedging strategies for both the Core Power and Core Gas energy portfolios.  Responsible for managing the 
Company's merchant transmission team, ensuring that transmission needs are addressed contractually for 
operations and assessed for reliability in support for Resource Acquisition and Resource Planning Teams.   In 
addition, Manager is responsible for the optimization of excess capacity, energy supplies, natural gas storage and 
transportation and high-voltage transmission assets. Participates in the development of the Company’s 
fundamental view on commodity prices with Manager of Power & Gas Supply Operations and Director, Energy 
Supply & Planning. Upholds the safety compliance standards inherent in PSE’s operating and/or field procedures 
related to work responsibilities. 
 
Upholds the safety compliance standards inherent in PSE’s operating and/or field procedures related to work 
responsibilities. Promotes and supports a culture of total safety. 
 

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 
 Employee Safety, Development & Team Building - Providing employees with coaching, feedback, and 

developmental opportunities and building effective teams: 
 Demonstrates a passion for safety. Promotes and supports a culture of total safety including eliminating 

at-risk behaviors by conducting safety audits and inspections, eliminating hazards and near misses, and 
attending safety meetings. 

 Sets clear expectations and holds employees accountable for performance as well as safety 
goals/targets where applicable. 

 Oversees training and development of employees directly and indirectly managed and makes effective 
staffing decisions. Ensures required training is successfully completed. 

 Challenges and inspires employees to achieve business results.  
 Accountable to ensure employees adhere to legal and operational compliance requirements, as well as 

safety standards.  
 Conducts and ensures the completion of performance reviews. 
 Provides coaching, direction and leadership support to team members in order to achieve employee, 

business, customer and safety results. 
 Co-chairs weekly Trading Floor staff meeting with Manager of Power & Gas Supply Operations. 
 Manages the development and execution of portfolio hedging strategies and assists staff in managing both 

portfolios within the context of dynamic retail load requirements and changing regional and national energy 
supply issues. 

 Leads the development of transportation and capacity optimization strategies. 
 Leads in the development of optimization plan to remarket PSE’s unused transmission.  
 Focuses on forward energy portfolio issues actively participate in managing the short-term portfolios to ensure 

reliable and cost-effective operations. 
 Regularly executes forward gas and power commodity as well as transmission and natural gas transportation 

transactions within the confines of approved strategies and consistent with the Company's hedging procedures. 
 Responsible to fully understand and implement the both the Department and Corporate Compliance programs 

with respect to all pertinent FERC, NERC, WECC and WUTC transactional and operational requirements. 
 Works collaboratively with PSE Dispatch & Transmission, Electric Resource Planning, Long Term Power 

Supply management, Energy Production, Major Accounts, Accounting, Risk Control and Regulatory affairs. 
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 Performs other duties as assigned. 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS / KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / ABILITIES 
 Bachelor’s degree in engineering, finance, economics, business adminstration or other related field of expertise 

or an equivalent combination of education and/or experience to perform the essential functions of the job. 
 7 years in energy supply, energy portfolio management, utility operations or energy trading. 
 3 years of specialized energy supply or trading management experience.  
 Demonstrated strong leadership and communication skills. 
 Demonstrated knowledge of Pacific Northwest gas and power energy infrastructure. 
 Demonstrated knowledge of regional gas pipeline infrastructure, regional basis trading, gas storage inventory 

management and pipeline imbalance management. 
 Demonstrated experience in evaluating fundamental market trends, assessing forward market prices and 

developing hedging strategies. 
DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS / KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / ABILITIES 
 Proficient with presentation software applications and excellent presentation skills.  
 Post-graduate degree. 

 


